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Citrix Cloud Services
&
How this changes how you deliver IT

Adrian Fish
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About Citrix Cloud

Citrix Cloud is a delivery and management platform that enables faster set up and time-to-value for
all Citrix technologies.
Use it to create mobile workspaces that help people work more productively from virtually anywhere,
on any device.
Services can be delivered from any cloud, on-premises infrastructure, or a hybrid model.

Adrian Fish

With the Citrix Cloud Services, organisations move from deploying the Citrix
management software on premise to using a service provided in the Cloud that is:
• managed, patched and upgraded by Citrix.
• This, as with many Microsoft solutions is the way that most IT services will be
delivered in the future.
• We will stop installing the hardware and software for these solutions and just use
them.
• This is the most efficient way to do IT
• Note – It’s not really a cloud its services delivered from the cloud
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Deploying VDI
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• Now the techies get started and install and configure the components
• Hopefully there won’t be any issues and after 5 to 10 days we have the VDI
management platform
• In many cases there can be problems and the techies have a bun fight blaming
each others solution
• We often here the phrase “I have checked my environment and everything is fine”
must be something else
• When this happens projects stall or the solution does not get implemented
correctly
• So the 5 to 10 days can be 30 to 40 and this becomes an issue
• Solution takes 2 Hours in Azure
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Citrix Cloud Subscription Details
All Cloud services sold as term subscriptions
Services available in 1 to 3 year terms
• Note: Month-to-month pricing for
Azure Marketplace offerings

Minimum order quantity for most services is 25 seats/units
Billing via yearly milestones
Transition and Trade-up offers (perpetual-to-subscription) available

Adrian Fish

•
•
•
•

Key notes are that you need a minimum of 25 licenses
You get the portal
Minimum 1 year term
Billing is via yearly milestones
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What Customers Need
Adopt a Cloud-First Strategy

Leverage Hybrid Cloud Environments

Overcome IT Constraints

Speed Time-to Value

No More Upgrades
Adrian Fish

Citrix created the Cloud Services offering to meet the requirements of customers who
wanted to
• Utilise a Cloud-First strategy
• Work with on-premise and Hybrid solutions and move to the cloud gradually or in
some cases migrate all users
• Remove the issues of IT resource constraints - headcount, skills, training
requirements
• Speed up deployment of solutions
• Reduce the need to patch, upgrade and maintain whilst having an evergreen
solution
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Citrix XenDesktop & XenApp Essentials
XenDesktop Essentials
XenApp Essentials

Available through Microsoft Azure Marketplace as a monthly subscription
Adrian Fish

For small scale solutions Citrix and Microsoft have also created the Citrix Essentials
Services on Azure
These are simple to deploy solutions for specific cases such as small set of
applications to publish or small sets of Windows 10 desktops.
From a cost perspective there is not a great difference so most customers go for the
full edition
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Citrix Cloud Services
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Citrix Cloud Services
• Bridge the gap between the cloud and the customer's resource
location
Internet facing

Cloud Connector

•
•
•
•
•
•

Simply to deploy; cloud managed
Does not operate as a VPN
All connections are egress (port 443 only)
Supports enterprise web proxies
Secured by service key per-connector
Self updating, evergreen

Customer network
Adrian Fish

• The Citrix Cloud Connectors link your resource location to the management
portal
• Easy to install
• One communication port is needed to one address
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Citrix Cloud Services are Secure
Citrix Cloud has No Access to Your Data

Credentials

Customer
Data

Citrix Cloud Connectors encrypt user
credentials before they reach the cloud

Machine images and application data
always remain in Resource Location

HTTPS (port 443)

Cloud
Connector
Cloud
Connectors

Brokering
Data

Citrix Cloud only stores metadata on
users and applications

Any Cloud or Infrastructure
Resource Location(s)
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• We deploy the Connectors at each of your resource location so the portal can spin
up VDI sessions
• None of your data is held or accessed in the Citrix Cloud
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Customer Value

Upgrade Cycles
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App/OS Virtualisation
Software Setup

Admin Time
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App/OS Virtualisation
Software Setup
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Capacity / Sizing

Admin Time
App/OS Virtualisation
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On-Premise solutions require sizing, procuring, installing, configuring, upgrading and
administration
As soon as you adopt Citrix Cloud these shackles are removed
When the full solution is moved to cloud it is even simpler
Hardware purchase and maintain has gone along with SW maintenance and lots of
admin time
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Value of Citrix Cloud Services and SaaS model

Citrix Operates the platform

Citrix integrates the service

Platform is all-inclusive

Multi-site capabilities

Fewer servers to own/operate

Maintenance and support
included

Transparent Upgrades

Connectivity included
Adrian Fish

The benefits of the cloud are mainly that it is all-inclusive with the
• license and support included
• Citrix does all the maintenance and upgrades
• Allows you to manage multiple sites and locations
• There is little cloud lock-in as you can deploy your VDI solution or switch it
whenever and wherever you want
• So when your data centre hardware needs refreshing you just configure the
portal to create the sessions in Azure
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IT is Undergoing a Cloud Transformation

On-premise

Cloud-First

Installed Software

as-a-Service

Software Builders

Service Brokers

Capital Expenses
Transactional Sales

The “No” Organisation

Operating Expenses
Subscriptions
The “Yes” Organisation
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As IT adopts Cloud, the business moves to a cloud first organisation
moving away from “installed software” to a “as-a-service” department,
switching from capital to operational expenditure
changing from a “No” organisation to a “Yes” organisation
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Citrix Smart Tools

Smart
Tools
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Smart Tools is a set of cloud based tools to help you with the design, deployment
and management of Citrix solutions across on-premise or cloud environment
• Smart Build – allows you to build highly secure environments from blueprints
• Smart Migrate – Migrate from old versions of XenApp
• Smart Check – Constantly analyses your environment and identifies issues before
they become user impacting
• Smart Scale – Powers on and off servers based on usage to optimize the
infrastructure
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Citrix Cloud Key Benefits

Simpler

Faster

Flexible

Secure

No more upgrades.
Built-in Citrix
expertise. One
console.

Deploy apps and
desktops in hours,
not weeks.

Choice to deploy
on any cloud or
infrastructure.

Your apps and
data where you
want them.
Adrian Fish

Citrix Cloud is Simpler, Faster, Flexible and more Secure
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Simpler

Simpler
No more upgrades.
Built-in Citrix
expertise. One
console.

Give users unified and reliable
access to all the apps and content
they need to be engaged and
productive anywhere, anytime

Implement a fully integrated Citrix
portfolio via a single management
plane to simplify complexity and
administration

Leverage hybrid cloud to
accelerate your cloud-first journey
with the flexibility to integrate
across clouds and legacy data
centers

Free your resources to focus on
strategic business initiatives and
innovations
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Having a simple solution ensures that the system is always working and ready to
use.
This free’s up the Techies to work on areas that benefit the users.
Citrix experts have the job of upgrading and maintaining the environment.
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Fast

Faster
Deploy apps and
desktops in hours,
not weeks.

Rapidly deploy Citrix
services in production
in hours

Swiftly adjust to
changing demands and
environment

Utilise the latest
capabilities and
innovations within Citrix
Cloud services

Quickly connect to data
and applications in the
cloud with a dynamic
and flexible digital
perimeter

Get started quickly with
a POC and easily
convert to a production
environment
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Citrix Cloud allows you to move Faster as it is ready to use.
New updates and features are there straight away – ready to be switched on.
LITERALLY
IT can start deploying solutions immediately as the platform is ready to go and
integrates with their on-premise or cloud solution.
You also have the choice to stop deploying VDI and applications on premise and
move them in to Azure
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Secure

Secure
Your apps and
data where you
want them.

Secure applications
and data behind single
identity authentication
to combat cloud
(application) sprawl

Centralise
management while
adhering to local
governance and data
sovereignty
requirements

Identify and mitigate
threats using an
analytics-based
approach to security

Enforce compliance
and mange governance
across user, app,
device, content and
network politics

Close security gaps
using always up-to-date
software with latest
security patches for
Citrix services
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You have a Secure platform as it is constantly patched, upgraded and tested for
security compliance.
It also integrates with secure solutions such as NetScaler to ensure that only the
correct users can use the correct applications and data.
How often are your current solutions patched and upgraded?
Is this a security risk?
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Flexibility

Flexible
Choice to deploy
on any cloud or
infrastructure.

Benefit from the highest level of
flexibility by managing apps
across any cloud – on premises,
public, private

Choose the best cloud solution(s)
for your strategy with visibility into
business insights powered by rich
analytics

Eliminate cloud vendor lock-in
with a multi-cloud strategy and
aggregate the best of breed
solutions and applications

Transition to a cloud strategy at
your own pace using hybrid rights
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You have the maximum flexibility as you can choose to run on-premise, in Azure or
AWS which also eliminates vendor lock-in – you can switch instantly to any location
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SaaS and Subscription Approach
Hard Cost Avoidances

Soft cost avoidances / new capabilities

Reduced maintenance and support
• Avoid ongoing maintenance costs
Eliminated software upgrades and patching
• Avoid upgrade risk / expense
Reduced time-to-production
• Labour & staging savings
Automation efficiencies with Smart Tools
• Labour reduction
• Infrastructure cost reduction
Reduced installation and management
• Less (or no) hardware
• Little (or none) capacity re-sizing

Flexible on-ramp to any cloud
• Reduced lock-in risk
• Greater infrastructure choice
Security and compliance advantages
• Greater infrastructure flexibility
CapEx vs. OpEx advantages
• Avoid capital cost-of-funds
• Greater operational predictability
Minimized downtime
• Avoid cost/risk of downtime
Enabling business continuity options
• Infrastructure and management efficiency
• Multi-location management options
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Compared to purchasing, installing, and maintaining traditional licensed software,
the new SaaS and Subscription approach offers unique technical, financial, and
capability benefits.
Some of the main benefits and cost avoidances that Citrix Cloud services bring to
customers are
It reduces support, upgrading, patching, planning, deployment, downtime and risk
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Deploy Cloud First

•
Citrix Cloud
services

•

•

Deliver everything your
employees need to get work done
Easily integrate and manage
apps, desktops, data and
networks from one cloud-based
management plane
Provide secure digital
workspaces.
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Deploy using “Cloud First” ensures you can quickly provide what your users need,
easily integrate and manage these
And provide a secure digital workspace
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Multiple Locations

•

•

Deploy anywhere in the world and
manage multiple locations from a
single management plane
Host your infrastructure onpremises, in public cloud, private
cloud or hybrid cloud – Citrix will
connect it all together.
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The flexibility included allows you to deploy your solution in multiple locations and
manage from one single console
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Remove IT Constraints

•

Reduce time need maintaining

•

Streamline upgrades

•

Reduce capital infrastructure
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By stopping having to constantly feed and water the IT infrastructure this means that
the IT department can pick up more projects that are beneficial to the users
At the same time you reduce the need for expensive capital expenditure in your data
centres
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Improve Business Continuity

•

•

•

Easily manage dispersed
deployments across clouds and
data centers
Comply with local data
sovereignty needs
Create more reliable business
continuity plans
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The Citrix Cloud solution is the easiest and most cost effective way to provide
business continuity,
it manages on-premise and cloud locations easily in one console
We will be covering this in more detail in the next session
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Benefits of Citrix Cloud Summary
• Remove SQL and Windows Licensing
• Ease to use
• Move from traditional systems management (patching, updating)
to just using the service
• Citrix Operates the platform
• Platform is all inclusive
• Fewer servers to own / operate
• Transparent Upgrades
• Maintenance and Support included
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Here are the key benefits again
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